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Abstract

In open pit projects, defining the limits of an ultimate pit is required to quantify the total
mineral reserves. A single economic block model assessment along with spatial constrains
serve as input to conventional ultimate pit limit algorithms. Thus, considering only
estimated block model attributes has become an accepted practice. Dealing with several
possible realizations of a single attribute has led to the development of new algorithms
that implement conventional methods and account for uncertainty in the attributes.
In this work, we propose a heuristic algorithm that transfers the uncertainty in the
block model attributes into probabilities of ore-waste classification and inclusion in the
ultimate pit limit. Based on the possible distribution of each attribute, a solution space
of economic responses is computed over each policy in terms of probability thresholds.
By using economic risk analysis, an optimum policy can be found. We demonstrate the
feasibility of the methods over a porphyry copper deposit by comparing the results of a
conventional approach based on kriging estimation and the proposed methods based on
sequential Gaussian simulations.

1. Introduction

The ultimate pit limit (UPL) defines the total volume of rock to be mined over the life of the mine.
The limits are outlined by solving an UPL algorithm under economic and spatial constraints. Usually,
the aim is to maximize the final net present value of the entire mine project, although in practice the
undiscounted net value is used to define this envelope. Current standards in resource assessment and reserve
quantification, such as the National Instrument 43-101 (Fox, 2017), based their reports on deterministic
geostatistical methods and conventional ultimate pit definition techniques. Accounting for uncertainty in
primary and secondary rock properties (Coward et al., 2009), such as grades, impurity concentration and
geometallurgical test-work responses, into the mine design, via stochastic geostatistical foundations, yields
to new perspectives in terms of phase design, ore/waste (OW) classification, phase scheduling and economic
risk analysis.

Conventional pit optimization is based on a single deterministic estimated economic block model, using
of conventional open pit optimization algorithms, resulting in a single ultimate pit limit definition. Working
in a deterministic environment does not allow for uncertainty quantification, as geological variability at each
location is not considered. Stochastic modelling admits the uncertainty integration by processing several
equally probable realizations of the same geological setting. Although multiple-point statistics allow for
the reproduction of complex geological patterns, we present our results using a straightforward two-point
geostatistical approach (sequential Gaussian simulation), to demonstrate the potential of the stochastic
framework, increasing the total mine project value (Dimitrakopoulos et al., 2002).

As explained by Morales et al. (2019), the UPL definition neither involves the time dimensionality
(economic discount) nor mine project constraints (mine and plant capacities). Morales et al. (2019) tackled
this problem from a parametric perspective by using an integer programming approach, while a heuristic
technique is added in the production planning stage. Also, they explicitly mentioned the option of developing

1Cite as: Avalos, S., Ortiz, JM (2020) Ultimate pit policy via sequential Gaussian simulation, Predictive Geometallurgy and
Geostatistics Lab, Queen’s University, Annual Report 2020, paper 2020-12, 195-210.
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a probability map representation, where each block represents the probability of belonging to a robust UPL
based on several geological settings. Finally, they comment on the promising advantage of heuristic and
meta-heuristic approaches in the stochastic geometallurgical framework.

A heuristic pit optimization (HPO) method was developed by Acorn and Deutsch (2018) and further
applied by Acorn et al. (2020). HPO optimizes a pit shell by accounting for several grade scenarios via
sequential Gaussian simulations and a penalized factor. Let L be the number of realizations and ωpv the
penalized factor, HPO maximizes the value subject to the variability, as follows:

max{Vp − ωpv ·Rpv}

subject to

Vp = 1
L

L∑
l=1

Vp(l)

and

Rpv =

√√√√ 1
L

L∑
l=1

(
Vp(l)− Vp

)2
Thus, by modifying ωpv, a set of different pit shells is obtained. To find the optimum ultimate pit limit,

Acorn et al. (2020) use the economic risk (standard deviation) versus economic expected (mean) return
analysis. The HPO method is a simple and powerful idea to account for geological uncertainty. Improving
it, by any means, would lead to a better risk management and decision making. The following methodology
proposes a different approach to outline the ultimate pit limit along with a probabilistic approach to handle
ore-waste classification by means of policy making under economic risk analysis.

2. Model

Usually, a single UPL outline is found by conventional methods, such as floating cone, Lerchs & Grossman
(Lerchs, 1965) and Pseudoflow (Hochbaum, 1998, 2008), when a single estimated block model is considered
(Figure 1 Left). Moving towards simulated block models requires either new methods capable of processing
several realizations at the same time or a new workflow at which all realizations are processed, one by one,
by conventional methods resulting in one or several UPL outlines. The proposed heuristic ultimate pit
policy (HUPP) belongs to the latter option. On the one hand, we compute a probability map of ore-waste
classification based on a cut-off grade parameter over the ensemble of realizations. On the other hand, we
compute a probability of belonging (or not) to the UPL, by checking for each realization if the block belongs
to its pit envelope. Note that the UPL outline is computed over each realization (Figure 1 Right). As a
result two maps, one of probability of being ore and one of probability of belonging to the UPL, serve to
define pit limits by adopting different policies to manage economic risk.
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Figure 1: Scheme of conventional pit optimizer approaches (left) and the heuristic ultimate pit policy (HUPP) (right).

Let L be the total number of realizations, each one with m geometallurgical attributes considered in
the economic assessment of a location x ∈ D in a simulated domain D. The HUPP method consists of
processing each realization l ∈ L by:

1. Economically assessing each location, Vl(x), considering the corresponding ml(x) attributes and com-
puting its associated ultimate pit limit;

2. Computing the ore probability (pore) map based on the cut-off grade at each location and its associated
grade distributions over all L realizations;

3. Computing the ultimate pit limit probability (pupl) map based on the local proportion of times that
each location falls inside of any of the L ultimate pit limits;

4. Over each combination of policy π
(
pupl, pore

)
∈]0, 1]×[0, 1] the space of economic responses is computed

by processing the L realizations under the adopted policy in terms of the outlined UPL and the pre-
defined destination of each block2; and

5. Adopting an optimum policy π∗(p∗
upl, p

∗
ore

)
or several nested policies under certain economic risk

metrics.

Note that the only known values are the conditioning data points from which all L realization came from
and no ground truth is previously known. When actually mining the deposit, the block destination is based
on the actual attributes and not on the simulated ones.

2.1. Economic assessment
For a realization l ∈ L we can assess the economic value Vl(x) of a location x ∈ D upon its final

destination considering its associated costs and final revenues. The final destination results from comparing

2Note that pupl : 0 is unfeasible since it would imply the non-existence of a final pit.
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the grade Zl(x) with respect to the cut-off grade of each possible destination. The process cut-off grade

is computed as ZCut-off(x) = Cm(x) + Cg(x)(
P (x)− Cp(x)

)
· α ·R(x)

where α ∈ R+ is a unit conversion factor, and

Cm, Cg, P, Cp, R are process specific referring to mining cost, crushing-grinding cost, ore price, processing
cost, and ore recovery, respectively.

If the current block grade is below the minimum cut-off grade, the economic value of the block is simply
its extraction cost as Vl(x) = −T (x) ·Cm(x) with T (x) the tonnage of location x, while if the current block
grade is equal or higher than the cut-off grade, the value is computed as Vl(x) =

(
P −Cp(x)

)
·Z(x) ·R(x) ·

T (x) · α− T (x) · Cm(x)− T (x) · Cg(x). If more than one destination is considered, a set of possible cut-off
grades associated to the block would be available. The destination would be assigned based on the highest
positive revenue.

Once the blocks in realization l ∈ L have been economically assessed, we compute the global economic
value (total net value) as the sum of the economic value of blocks inside a resulting UPL outline. As
previously mentioned, the UPL outline comes as a solution of an open pit optimization technique that
account for block precedence for the particular realization.

During this first stage, two auxiliary variables are created: OWl(x) and UPLl(x). The former has a
value of one when the block at location x is categorized as ore and zero when categorized as waste, while
the latter has a value of one when the block at location x belongs to the ultimate pit limit and zero when
it falls outside, for that realization and optimum pit limit.

2.2. Ore probability map
When dealing with geometallurgical block models, the m attributes considered in the economic assess-

ment varies from one realization to another, slightly modifying the cut-off grade threshold value. Thus, to
compute an ore probability map we must rely on the auxiliary variable OWl. Let pore(x) ∈ [0, 1] be the
probability of location x to be classified as ore. It is computed as:

pore(x) = 1
L

L∑
l=1

OWl(x) (1)

By doing so, we transfer the domain input space of L×m random variables into a single attribute pore

representing the block model as an ore probability map.

2.3. Ultimate pit limit probability map
Similar to the previous ore probability map, the ultimate pit limit probability map reduces the input

space from L dimensions to a single attribute pupl(x) ∈]0, 1]. Based on the previously mentioned auxiliary
variable UPLl(x), the probability of each location x is computed as:

pupl(x) = 1
L

L∑
l=1

UPLl(x) (2)

2.4. Space of economic responses
Having the ore-waste and the ultimate pit limit probability maps, we are able to create the solution space

of economic responses. Each pair {pupl, pore} defines the blocks that will be mined and their destinations.
We refer to this definition as a policy over the block model, π

(
pupl, pore

)
.

Assuming an early mining project stage, meaning that no rock has been mined so far, all L realizations
are potential scenarios of the ore deposit. Thus, for each policy π

(
pupl, pore

)
we can process every realization,

obtaining L possible total net value responses. As the number of responses are discrete, we can represent
them as a simple histogram over the total net values. By doing so, we have represented the ore body in R4

as
(
pupl × pore ×Net Value× Frequency

)
(see Figure 2).
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Figure 2: Scheme of the R4 representation of the ore deposit for UPL outlining purpose. The first two dimensions (pupl ×pore)
define what we call policy while the last two dimensions (Net Value × Frequency) came as a response of processing all possible
simulated scenarios. The arrow of the fourth dimension is shown in red to avoid misinterpretations.

2.5. Optimum policy
The aim is to outline a single ultimate pit limit or several nested pits. Thus, the questions that naturally

arises is how can we find an optimum policy π∗(p∗
upl, p

∗
ore

)
over the previous R4 space? In fact, it depends

on how much economic risk are shareholders and mine planners able to assume. This conditional response
opens the door for economic risk metrics over the distribution of net values in order to find an optimum
policy.

Mean, standard deviations, coefficient of variation (CV) and percentiles of net values can be computed
for each pair {pupl, pore}, resulting in several probability maps that measure the previous statistics. A direct
selection can be done over those metrics, such as what is the pupl value that maximizes the mean net value
and what would it be the corresponding pore threshold that serves as ore-waste classifier?.

The previous analysis requires only the L realizations coming from a simulation technique. Another
interesting approach is to actually proceed conventionally with an estimation method, such as ordinary
kriging, resulting in a single grade estimation, block economic assessment, and therefore a single ultimate
pit limit outline. Using the UPL outline from this estimated model, we process the L simulated scenarios,
using the simulated grades values for economic assessment. The later implicitly generates an ore-waste
classification over each realization, regardless of the estimated ore-waste classification3. By doing so, we
generate a net value distribution representing all possible economic outputs of using the estimated UPL. It
leverages the potential of quantifying the uncertainty of the total net value coming from the estimated UPL
via simulating the grades values.

We can now bridge the ideas of the previous two paragraphs. We begin by computing an economic risk
metric over the net value distribution over the estimated UPL (such as the coefficient of variation, CV).
The same metric must be computed over the probability maps coming from the simulated approach. The
former will define a isoline S over the probability map, meaning that all pairs {pupl, pore} ∈ S have the
same economic metric (same CV). We can now ask a more specific questions Over the isoline S, which is
the optimal policy π∗(p∗

upl, p
∗
ore

)
that having the same economic risk than a conventional method results in a

3This key assumption results by assuming that the ore-waste classification occurs when the ore deposit is mined, so if each
simulated scenario is assumed as a potential reality, the simulated values rather than the estimated ones will define the block
destination. The estimated values serve only during the estimated economic assessment for ultimate pit limit definition.
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higher expected net value?. In other words, the optimum point in the isoline S can be found by maximizing
another statistical metrics such as the average net value.

Different variations of the previous step-by-step process can be used to define optimal policies. For
instance, in the conventional approach, an expected net value is known based on the estimated grades and
the obtained UPL definition. Over the net value distribution, obtained via simulation, the corresponding
percentile of the expected net value can be computed. The same percentile value can then be computed at
each pair over the probability maps and the optimal policy would result by finding the policy that maximizes
the net value inside the percentile-probability map.

Lastly, we have implicitly assumed that (i) both estimation and simulation techniques are based on the
same dataset of conditional data points, and (ii) there is no ground truth available during the analysis. In the
following experiment, we will include a known ground truth to measure the real net value via conventional
estimation methods and simulated optimal policies.

3. Experiment

We explore the HUPP methodology on a three dimensional porphyry copper deposit. Blast holes and
drill holes datasets are available. The selected estimation and simulation methods are ordinary kriging and
sequential Gaussian simulation, respectively. Variographic analysis and statistical validation were carried
out by the authors but are not documented in the current article to avoid keep it of a reasonable length.

3.1. Block model and economic parameters
A block model of 44 × 62 × 26 blocks of size 16 × 16 × 16m3 is considered using copper grade as key

interest element. The economic value of each block is obtained as in subsection 2.1 with parameter values
summaries in Table 1.

Table 1: Parameters for block economic assessment

Price (P ) 1.8 usd/lb Crushing-grinding cost (Cm) 10.0 usd/ton
Processing cost (Cp) 0.315 usd/lb Mining cost (Cm) 4.0 usd/ton

Recovery (R) 80 % Conversion factor (α) 2204 lb/ton
Tonnage (T ) 2.7 · 163 Ton

3.2. Datasets
Two datasets are available: blast holes and drill holes. The former has 20,321 data points with a copper

average of 0.70& while the latter has 2,376 data points with a copper average of 0.63 %. All basic statistics
are summarized in Table 2.

Table 2: Basic statistics over the blast holes, drill holes, contour holes and their combinations.

DH BH Contour DH + Contour BH + Contour DH + BH DH + BH + Contour
Min 0.072 0.006 0 0 0 0.006 0
Mean 0.632 0.702 0.146 0.534 0.686 0.694 0.68
Max 4.344 5.94 0.298 4.344 5.94 5.94 5.94
St Dev 0.386 0.462 0.085 0.398 0.465 0.455 0.458
Var 0.149 0.214 0.007 0.159 0.216 0.207 0.21
CV 0.611 0.659 0.585 0.745 0.678 0.656 0.673
Count 2376 20321 598 2974 20919 22697 23295
Decl Mean 0.623 0.652 0.146 0.492 0.564 0.621 0.55
Decl St Dev 0.482 0.49 0.088 0.42 0.416 0.542 0.483

In order to spatially constrain the estimated and simulated grade values, seeking to recreate a more
realistic deposit, synthetic vertical drill holes have been added at the boundaries (contour) of the block
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model, as shown in Figure 3. These contour holes have copper grades randomly drawn from a uniform
U(0, 0.3) to mimic the low grade in the host rock and limit the extent of the mineralization.

Figure 3: Datasets visualization. Blast holes (left) and Drill holes (right). Both including contour holes.

3.3. Workflow
The scheme of Figure 4 summarizes the workflow of the experiment. We begin by combining the blast

holes and drill holes datasets (always using the additional contour holes) to create a Ground Truth (GT). The
GT serves mainly as reference in terms of the real potential of the ore deposit. In that sense, the blast holes
are only used at this stage and not in any subsequent step. The GT is built as one realization via sequential
Gaussian simulation. Over the GT, conventional open pit optimization and ore/waste classification are
applied to find the potential maximum net value that can be obtained in the entire ore deposit, if all grades
were known, which is never achievable in practice.

We now move to the application of the HUPP method discussed in the previous section. Only the
drill holes dataset, extended with the contour holes, will be used next. We generate an estimated grade
scenario via ordinary kriging (deterministic model) and one thousand scenarios via sequential Gaussian
simulation (stochastic model). We economically assess the estimation model and by using an ultimate pit
optimization technique (Pseudoflow algorithm (Hochbaum, 1998, 2008) implemented in Python (Avalos and
Ortiz, 2020)) a deterministic UPL is outlined and an expected net value is computed. An actual net value is
computed by extracting the GT grades inside this deterministic UPL. Similarly, the net value distribution is
computed by processing the simulated grades inside the deterministic UPL and thus providing an uncertainty
quantification over the net value. Note that the simulated grades define the block destination (ore or waste).
Here, a coefficient of variation is calculated along with the corresponding percentile of the expected net value
via ordinary kriging with respect to the distribution.
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Figure 4: Experimental workflow.

Using the simulated grade scenarios, the probability maps are generated. Thus, each realization is
economically assessed, an ore-waste classification is calculated and an ultimate pit limit is outlined. Mean
net value and coefficient of variation probability maps are computed. Using the coefficient of variation of
the previous analysis, the isoline is defined. The optimum policy is found by maximizing the mean net value
over the cases in the isoline. In parallel, the resulting percentile of the deterministic analysis is used to
develop a percentile-probability map in which the optimum policy is found again my maximizing the mean
net value. Note that in the first case, the optimum policy is found over the isoline over the CV-probability
map while in the latter it is found over the entire percentile-probability map.

Results are compared by processing the GT grades over the outlined UPL, the stripping ratio (waste/ore),
total ore, the average grade in ore, and visualizations of the resulting UPLs.

4. Results

Visualizations of grades (left) and economic assessments (right) of ground truth (top), ordinary kriging
(center) and one realization via sequential Gaussian simulation (bottom) are shown in Figure 6. The use of
contour holes helped constrain the medium-and-high grades in the drill holes zone, resulting in more realistic
grade distributions.

Based on the economic assessment, an ore-waste classification (right) is performed and an ultimate pit
limit is computed (left) again over the ground truth (top), ordinary kriging (center) and one simulated
scenario (bottom) as shown in Figure 6.

From a ground truth analysis, the potential maximum net value is 322.3 MUSD, with a total number of
blocks inside the UPL of 7, 313, 5, 080 of which are classified as ore (stripping ratio: 0.439), and with 56.2
Mton @ 0.821%Cu as ore.
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Figure 5: Visualizations. Copper grades (left) and economic valuation (right). Ground truth (top), ordinary kriging (center)
and one sequential Gaussian simulation (bottom).
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Figure 6: Visualizations. Ultimate pit limit (left) and ore-waste classification (right). Ground truth (top), ordinary kriging
(center) and one sequential Gaussian simulation (bottom).

The expected net value using the deterministic model (ordinary kriging) is 108.8 MUSD, with a total
number of blocks inside the UPL of 6, 180, 3, 234 of which are classified as ore (stripping ratio: 0.91), and
with 35.7 Mton @ 0.790%Cu as ore.

When processing the ground truth grades inside the deterministic UPL, the actual net value is 292.2
MUSD, with 6, 180 blocks inside the UPL, 4, 182 ore blocks (stripping ratio: 0.477), and with 46.2 Mton @
0.849%Cu as ore.
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From these initial results, we can see that the deterministic approach led to an underestimation of
the economic potential of the deposit and when mining the real values (ground truth grades) inside the
deterministic UPL the total revenue moves from an expected 108.8 to 292.2 MUSD (an increase of 168 %).

Exploring the uncertainty in the expected 108.8 MUSD via processing the simulated grades, the net
value distribution of Figure 7 is obtained. A mean of 104.2 MUSD with a standard deviation of 34.2 MUSD
are obtained, resulting in a coefficient of variation of 0.328 and a corresponding percentile of 58.4 % for the
expected 108.8 MUSD.

Figure 7: Net value distribution by using the UPL from ordinary kriging and the economic values (grades) from a thousand
sequential Gaussian simulations.

Once each simulated scenario has been economically assessed, an ore-waste classification performed and
an ultimate pit limit outlined, the ultimate pit probability pupl(x) (left) and ore probability pore(x) (right)
attributes can be computed at each location x in the block model, as shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Visualization of the ultimate pit probability (left) and ore probability (right) inside the block model.

Applying a sequential thresholding over both probability attributes, combining them and processing all
one thousand simulated grades scenarios, the R4 representation is obtained and therefore, any of the statis-
tical probability maps can be computed. To our purpose, four statistical probability maps are calculated:
mean net value, standard deviation net value, coefficient of variation net value, and 58.4%-percentile net
value, as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Statistical probability maps: mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and 58.4%-percentile of the total
simulated net values.

Knowing that the deterministic approach (UPL using ordinary kriging) has a coefficient of variation of
0.328, an isoline of CV ± 0.01·CV is drawn over the CV probability map, as shown in black over the bottom-
left map of Figure 9. From all possible policies in the isoline, the optimum policy that maximizes the mean
net value is found at π(pupl : 42, pore : 10). Obtaining the optimum policy over the percentile-probability
map is a simpler and requires to find the maximum value in the probability map, which corresponds to
π(pupl : 64, pore : 17), as shown on the bottom-right map of the same Figure.

We now proceed to analyze the two optimal solutions. The ultimate pit limit is outlined by thresholding
the pupl(x) attribute using the pupl : 42 and pupl : 64 for the first and second policy, respectively. The
ore-waste classification of each block is previously defined by thresholding the pore(x) attribute using the
pore : 10 and pupl : 67 for the first and second policy, respectively. Then, the distribution of possible
responses is computed by processing all simulated grade scenarios, as shown in Figure 10. The actual net
values are obtained by processing the ground truth grades inside the previously defined UPLs and taking
the ore-waste decision based on the ground truth grades. Again, this assumption makes the method a more
realistic approach since in mine operations the ore-waste decision is made with short-term information, from
the actual samples obtained at blast holes locations, rather than based on grades estimated with long-term
information (drill holes).

The optimal policy π(pupl : 42, pore : 10) has a mean net value of 112.2 MUSD, a standard deviation of
36.7 MUSD and a coefficient of variation of 0.327. This optimal solution has an actual net value of 291.5
MUSD (assessed with the actual grades from the ground truth), with 5, 043 blocks inside the UPL, 3, 622
of which are classified as ore (stripping ratio: 0.392), and with 40.0 Mton @ 0.872%Cu as ore.

The optimal policy π(pupl : 64, pore : 17) has a mean net value of 115.5 MUSD, a standard deviation of
30.8 MUSD and a coefficient of variation of 0.266. This optimal solution has an actual net value of 292.8
MUSD, with 4, 468 blocks inside the UPL, 3, 374 of them classified as ore (stripping ratio: 0.244), and with
37.7 Mton @ 0.884%Cu as ore.
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Figure 10: Net value distributions by processing a thousand sequential Gaussian simulations with an UPL defined by: ordinary
kriging (top), optimum policy π(pupl : 42, pore : 10) (center), and optimum policy π(pupl : 64, pore : 17) (bottom).

Similar net values are obtained in the deterministic case and both optimum policies. However, the
total tonnage to be mined decreases considerably, from 6,180 to 5,043 and 4,468 in the first and second
optimum policies, respectively. The stripping ratio decreases proportionally, meaning that the decrease in
ore occurs along with a decrease in the amount of waste, maintaining the net value. In order to find the
locations of blocks that were left out, Figure 11 shows the UPL from the deterministic approach (top),
the UPL of π(pupl : 42, pore : 10) (center-left), the corresponding left out blocks (center-right), the UPL of
π(pupl : 64, pore : 17) (bottom-left) and the corresponding left out blocks (bottom-right).
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Figure 11: Ultimate pit limit visualization resulting from: ordinary kriging (top-left), optimum policy π(pupl : 42, pore : 10)
(center-left), and optimum policy π(pupl : 64, pore : 17) (bottom-left). An isometric view of the UPl from kriging (top-right),
blocks left out at π(pupl : 42, pore : 10) (center-right) and blocks left out at π(pupl : 64, pore : 17) (bottom-right).

Figure 12 summarizes the main results of each one of the branches in the workflow scheme of Figure 4.
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Figure 12: Summary of net values and key indices.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a heuristic method to outline ultimate pit limits. A simulation technique, such as
sequential Gaussian simulation, is required to generate possible mineralization scenarios. By processing
them, probability attributes of ultimate pit limit and ore classification are built. A post processing leads to
probability maps over net value statistics. By using a deterministic method (ordinary kriging) to determine
the UPL, an expected net value serves as a reference point over its associated distribution of possible net
value (uncertainty quantification). Based on the previous reference, optimum policies are found inside the
probability maps.

In the experiment carried out, optimum policies led to outline smaller pits with lower stripping ratio
than the deterministic solution, higher average net value over the distribution of possible net values and
approximately the same actual net value when the real deposit grades are considered in the valuation. Thus,
blocks that lay between the deterministic pit and the pits defined by teh optimum policies do not contribute
to the net value of the project. In other words, the revenues of ore blocks are compensated by the cost of
moving the waste blocks.

These results cannot be extrapolated to other deposits. However, the methodology itself can be applied
over any type of ore deposit. In fact, we have obnly studied a univariate case (copper grade) but a multivari-
ate case (multiple grades as in a polymetallic deposit) can be straightforwardly studied by using sequential
Gaussian co-simulations and ordinary co-kriging.
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